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A
Nicholson
is the most
nominated male
actor in Oscar
history

B
Irresistible and
dangerous, his
peak bridged two
eras of cinema

JACk.

C
Among his
cinematic brilliance
he leads a life of
mischief and chaos

The inimitable life of a Hollywood icon
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Infatuation by design

Intrigued by unconventional materials and aesthetics
Design Days Dubai Fair Director Cyril Zammit picks
his highlights of the upcoming contemporary design fair

Ceramic bowl
This year’s Design Days Dubai
will see the debut of French
gallery Galerie Silbereis with
a selection of ceramics by
Alev Siesbye. These bowls are
the epitome of quality, which
only a talented ceramist
could produce.

Split nude chair
Designer Alex Hull’s
Split Nude Chair is
a standout example
of modern luxury.
Its enveloping form,
finishing and use of
a leather and suede
core collectively
ooze comfort.

Tornado table
Zhoujie Zhang’s latest series explores the
geometrics of design. Creating a system
that transforms digital programs into real
objects, this stunning, brass Tornado
Table is a result of a new mathematical
approach to producing products.

Hammer lamp
This lamp by Big Game might
get lost among the larger
items, but its understated
finishing makes it a stand out
piece. Its high quality finish
and materials are testament
to the designers at Wiener
Silber Manufactur.

Horse bust
Known for its over-the-top creations, Studio Job
has carved out a loyal fan base, which would
appreciate the playfulness of the Horse Bust.
Using polished bronze, 24K gold gilding, paint,
hand-blown glass, LED and Nilfisk GM 80P, this
piece is not for any old collector.

Men’s valet
A dressing valet should be a staple in a man’s
home, and this valet should be a necessity
in a man’s environment. Designed in
collaboration with luxury retailer Alexander
McQueen, designer Fiona Barratt-Campbell’s
piece is a highly skilled work using materials
such as gloss stained oak and crocodile skin.
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Black ash
The Southern Guild curated selection
continues to be a favourite among
visitors. Black Ash by David Krynauw
will be no exception. Krynauw’s
creations continue to explore his
love for woodwork as he produces
pieces that speak to his audience and
synchronize with their environment.

Loulou rocking chair
This rocking chair is an item that I immediately fell in
love with. Created by the dynamic design duo David/
Nicolas, it is the perfect fusion of colours, materials
and it is extremely comfortable! Loved it so much that I
ordered mine and cannot wait until it arrives.
Details: All pieces will be on display at the fourth edition of Design Days Dubai. March 16 to 20, 2015. For more visit designdaysdubai.ae
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